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Instructions:

+i This question papet consists ol two parts,
Part A (Questions 1-10) and Part B (Questions 11-17).

+: Part A:
Ans*,er aU quesrions. Wnte you. answers b each question n the space provided. You rnay
use altritionlil sheets if rure space is needei

* Pan B:
Answer rtee questions only Wnte pk an:wers on the sheets ptowd..l

x At the end oJ thz tinz dllotted, ne he answet sctipts of the t\9o ptuts toBether so that
Part A ts o,r top of Pari B ann hand then oyet to the supervisot.

* You arc Wtmitted to rcnove onlJ Part B ol the queeion paryr Jron the E anination Hall.
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1

Part A

Factorize: 8(d+b+c)3-(a+bf -(b+cf -(c+af .

A relation R is defined on the set of all positive mtional numbers Q* by aRb if a= 3t, for some
,t€2. Show that R is an equivalence relation on Q- and write down lhe equivalence class of L



3. l-et f(r\=(x l)2+2 forr>1. Show that/is one to-one and IhaI flQf QD=3.

4. Show that

a-b-c 2b 2c

2a b-c-a 2c

2a 2b c-a-b
=(a+b+c\1.

ALr?JlslllJB-l 3
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5. The chord of the parabola )2 = 4ar joining the poinfs (at2,zat) atd (aT2,2an passes through the
point (zld,O). Show that tf= 4.

6. kt /: R + R be the function denned by

sin2r if ,<0,

p if x=O,

1xz +q1e<'*t) if x>0.

It is given that / is continuous at r= 0. Find the values ofp and 4.
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I
7. If,]L f(x) = (x-l)3 k-ll for r€R. Show that /(r) is differentiable ati = I and write down its

derivative /'(r) for all reR"

8. Solve S+ 2] tan -r = sin r .
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9. lat T>O andletf be a real-valued continuous function on R such thatf(r + ?) =/(r) fo. all r€R
b b+r'

Show tl|at J J\xldr= J Jt.x.ldr.
o a+7

10. Sketch thecurves r= 2sino and ,.""(o 1) =.8 in the same diagram, and find the polar coordinates

of their points of intersection.

**
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Part B
* Answer five questions only

. (a) Let X, Y and Z be subsets of a universal set S. Stating clearly any rcsult in Algebra of Sets
that you use, show that

(i) (x-Y) zex-2,
(ii\ (x v)-(Y-z)=x Y,

where X-F is defined by X-Y = XnYl
(D) A survey was carried out using 100 customers in a restaurant to determine which food they

like to have for Breakfast, ftom among strinB hoppers, hoppers and bread The following dala
were collected from this survey:

44 like string hoppers,

15 like only bread,

l0 like string hoppers and hoppers but not bread,

78 like bread or hoppers,

12 l*e bread and hoppers but not string hoppers

27 like all tluee and 19 did nor like any of the three

Find the number of customers who
(i) liked string hoppers but not hoppers,

(ri) liked only hoppers,

(iii) liked stdng hoppers and bread but not hoppers.

.(a) l.P't a, b and c be positive rcal numbers such that d +, +. = l Using the Arithmetic Mean -

Ceomenic Mean inequaliry \how rhat + >21.

(r) The transformario' l': l=l] 'll"l, maps poinrs n the 'l1, plane into points in the.. (r/ \o-r r\)/
i)-plane. Find the equation of the line in the i'],'-plan to which the lme )=ar+r, where
a and b are constants, gets mapped onto under this transformation
Let A=(2,3\ and, B=(3,2) be lwo points in the r) plane_ Final the equation of the line in
the x'y'-plane to which the line AJ geN mappeo onro.
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. State De Moivre's Theorem for a positive integral index.

Using the De Moiwe's Theorem, show that

n-1
(i) sinrd= "Crcos" I o sino - "crcos'-3 d sin3 d + . .+(-1)zsin'd for odd n.

". 
n-?(|l) sinr0='qcos"-'dsind-'Clcof-39sin3d+...+t-l)-nqrcosdsinn-rdforevenn.

Deduce that sin 5d - lin 4d 
= l6cos4 0 - 8cos3 a - 12cos2 a + 4cos0 + I for sin d*0.

sind
By considering the rcots of the equation xa - x1 - 3i + 2x + | = 0, shov that

t- |cos++cos++cos+tcosrj: = + and cos+,cos+.cos+, cos ll =9999299998

.(d) Sketch the curves y=e' afi y=2a-it in the same diagram.

Irt R be the region bounded by the above two cufles and the lines r=0 and x=2. Find the
area of R.

Also, find the volume of the solid generaled by rotating the region R drough four right angles
about the .r-axis.

(D) A family of curves satisfies the differcntial .guuton I = 
y'-? 

.

By substituting )=vr, solve this differential equation.

Also, obtain the differcntial equation satisfied by the onhogonal trajectories of this family of
cuves and solve it.

t-
.tat Let I" = | r''./I - x' dx for n€Z'.

J
0

/- 1\
Show that /- = ll=+l/- , ." \n+zl '-'

I

Ilence. 6nd the value of | 'ai-? a-r.
J
0

(r) Write down the Maclaurin series expansions of d and siDr.

Hence, find the Maclaurin sedes expansion of e'in. up to and including the ierm involying ra.

f
Using this, find an apprcximate value for | €""dr.

J
0
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16. Find the equation of the tangent to the hyperboh { - ! = I at the point P(ll sece, b rlne).a- b'
The tangent at P meets the tangents at the ends of the major axis of the hyperbola at 0 and R.

Show that the line segment qn subtends a right angle at each focus.

I-et the coordinates of point P lying on the hyperbola * tt =t with focuses S, -o S, U" (i. J).
Show that points g, R, Sl and S2 defined as above are concyclic and find the equation of the circle
tlrough these points.

17.(a) Let f(x)= , """"=-1""",=.- 4COSJ + Jsrnr + tU
(D State the domain of /(.x).
(ii) Find the maximum value and the minimum value of /(x), and find the r-coordinates of ihe

points at which these values are attained.

(iii) Solve fte equation /(i) = 0.

(r) Using Simpson's rule with values of ln(l +l) given in the following table, frnd an approximate

value for I ln{l+l) d-x.
J
0

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 lo
ln(1+l) 0 0.0606 o.2231 0.4463 0.6931

Deduce an aDDroximate value for ['"f+1)*d \-/

*x*
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Part A

1. Thepos and Cwith respect loan oriCin O al:ai +_4+ k,4t -j + 
?l 

ajld

i - 2i + of the constants 11 and c such that OA and OB are perpe nd icular

to each ow further rhat, with these values for d and c, the vector AC is

Demendicular !o the vector Ol.

2. A for F is represented in magnitude, direction and line of action by )' EE, wherc,l is a scalar,

o-l = i+.i -a o-i = f.. Show-rhar the moment vector ofF about the origin o is,1(i +i). Funher,

if F is of unit magnitude find possible values of,1.
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N)A uniform solid spherical shell of inner Edius 4, outer radius 2a and of density o floats, Partially

immersed in a homogeneous liquid of densily p. Show that *.+ and find the smallest weight

of the particle that can be attached to the highest point of the shell to make the shell float, totally
immersed in the liouid.

4. Linear momentum at time I of a particle P of mass m moving in the Ot) plane and passing through

the point with position vector .ri at time f=0, is r,1r@ (-i sin rrt +j cos adt), where a and (D are

positive constants Show that the position vector r of P is given by r=d(icos@t+jsin@r), the

force F acting on it is F = - n@2r and rhat its angular momentum about the origin O is na'?ark, where

k is the vector i xj.
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A smooth uDifonn sphere A falling vertically, without rotation, collides with an equal sPhere B
hanging at rest by a light inextensible string. Just before impact the speed of A is Li and the line
joiDing the centres of the spheres makes an angle 45o with the vertical- Just after impact the speed

of E is ;. Show that the coefficient of restitution between the two sphercs is

6. A uniform square lamina ABCD of m ss M 
^nd 

side 2a performs small oscillations about a fixed smooth

horizontal axis tkough A-8. Assuming that the moment of inertia of the lamina about AB rs ! va2 ,

show that the pedod of small oscillations is +n,p .

v18
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7 A tetmhe&al die with its faces mark€d l, 2, 3,4 is biased such that, when it is tossed the probability

that it lands with the downward face has number j. marked, is Pr, where P is a positive constant and

r = I,2,3,4.l.fJtXbe the random variable defined to be "the number marked on the downward
.t

face of the die". Show that p = tf and find the expectation ofx. Show that Uar(h = l.

8 An unbiased coin is tossed 8 times. Find the Probability of getting more heads than tails.
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9. The probability density tunction /(.r) of a continuous random variable X is given by

for 0<r<k,

where t is a constant. Show that ,t = 3 and find the expectation of X.

10. The cumulative distributiol function F(r) of a continuous mndom variable X is given by

<0,

r<1,
>1.

wherekisaconstant.
Find
(i) fie value of k,

tiir plx.f] and

(iii) Pi1. x. !.\4 2t
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Forces 4, act at points A with the position vectors r" ,yith respcct 1() thc origin O, whcre

Show that rhis systcm can bc reduc€d 1() a si gje fofce n = j R acring ar O. together with a
srl

couple ol momrnt vcrtor C = 2 I '1, Obtain the condtlions ior the system to be equivalent
s=l

to a sjnglc resultant force

A systcm consjsfing four forces is grven bclow:

Point of Nction Position vcctor Forcc

3i 4i + 2j + 3k

B 2i 2k 3i+2j+3k

C -5i + nj 2i 3j+k

D i+2j+3k 3i+7j+5k

Shorv that this system rcduces to a single force R at the origin O togerher with a couple of
moment vector G = 4i - 12j + 4k, and lind R
Hence, show that the system is equrvalent to a singlc resultant force of magnitude 4\rt
Obtain a vcctor equation of the line of action of the resultant force, rndicating the positjon vecror
of a poinL which hes on this line_

A circular lamina of Edius d is immersed vcrdcarly in a riquid of constant density p, with its centre
O at a depth a below the suface of the Lquid. Show, by intcgration, that

(i) the magnitude of the liquid thrusr on the lamina is zdpg, arrl

(ii) the centre of prcssure of the lamina is on its vcnrcal diameler, at a drstance below thc centre o.
A solid hemisphere of mdrus a is immersed in a liquid of constant dcnsily p, with its highest
poinl just touching the liquid surfac€ and its plane face vcrlical

Find the upthrust on thc hemisphcre, and write down the thrusl on thc plane facc

Hencc, Iind the magnitDde, directon and the line of action of the thrusr on thc curveo suflace
of the hcmispherc

lAssume that the oentrc of gravity of a uniform solid
._ ?,,symmelr]. al a dtstance -; lrom thc centrc |

hemisphere of mdtus a, lics on its axis of

E@r en 0c.rc6€od4o e e@r Dom

I se, 616 oeoresdaD e ao6) 16
6j!!,rd,,,, tL d,rr,,t,,4i.,dtrr

11erd ro6?rJci II
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t: Answer tive questions only
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3. A padcle P of mass m is projected from the origin O, with initial velocrty u=r(icosa+i sina)'
where tl and d are constants, i and i being unit vectors in the horizontal and vertically uPward

directions, respectively. There is a resisting force, -ml(v to the motion of the particle when its

velocity is v, where I is a positive constant Obtain the equation of motion for thc particle in

the vector form (; + [i)i + (t + ti + s)i = 0, where r=-ri+{ is the position vector of the panicle

at time l.

Assuming the solutions r=A+,Be k' and y=C+De-kt - fr for the above equation in component

form, find the values of the constants A, B,C 
^ttd 

D, in terms ofIJ and c

D€duce the limiting value of thc horizontal dlstance the particle can move

If the constant t is negligible, deduce also the Cartesian equation of the path of the panicl€

4. with the usual notation, show that the mdial and tnnsverse components of acceleration of a

particte moving on a plane in tcrms of polar coordinates 0.0\ are i-r02 
""A ! lGil,

respectrvely.

A particle P of mass m placed on a smooth horizontal table is connected to an equal particle 0
by a light inextensible string which passes through a small smooth hole O on the table, and P is
held so that 0 hangs freely. lnitially, OP is of length 4 and parlicle P is projected horizontally

at right angles to lhe string with speed y. Suppose OP is of length /'(> d) and OP has tumed

through an angle 0 from its initial pos;tion, at time I Show thal

l\ 12o=av.^nd

^2rt2ti:t 2i-L+8=0.

Hence, show that i2 = !h-4\ ,,, ,,
For this motron to be possible such that d<r<2d show that y=
of thc string is greater than 2.

, given that the length

Find the tension in the stnng in the extreme position i"=2, and show that the acceleration of

O in rhis oosirion is 28- vedicail\ downwards.

A wheel R of mass M and centrc C is made from a uniform circular disc of radius 2d by

removing a concentric circular disc of mdius d. Show that the moment of inertia of the wheel

R about an axrs through a point of tts outcr circular edge t€rpendicular to its planc is Md2.

IYou may assume that the momcnt of inertia of a uniform circular disc of mass m and radius J',

aboul an a\is lhrcugh ils ccnlrc perpendicular ro is ptane is j rzl.1

The wheel R is rolling without slipping on a rough horizontal floor The planc of the wheel ls

vertical and perpendicular to a vertical step of height d on the floor,

and the speed of the centre C is Il towards the step (sec the adjoining
nBure)

The impact of the wheel and the step is inelastic, and the wh€€l begins

to rotate in its own planc with angular speed ,) about the point A of

contact with the step after collision. Show ttat aot=H and nnd the kinetic energy retained in

the lvheel, just after collision.

Hence, show that, for the wheel to mount ttr" 
",.1 

, t 
f,.,/f 

fxo

89"
3
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16.(4) The sentry on duty at the entmnce to a building has n numtq of identical looking keys, just

one of which opens the ftont door. On a request by an authorized person, the sentry selects

one key after another, at mndom, without replacement in order to open the door. tet X be the

mndom variable '1he number of keys he tries before opening the door"

Show that P(X = r) = , for r = 1,2, . ., n.

Find the expected numb€r of keys E(X) an I show that the variance ot X is n2r;1 
.

If the standard deviatioo of x is 2, find the number of keys.

(r) A sewing machine, within first year of its purchase requires x number of inspection visits by

a maintenance technician, and X follows a Poisson distribution defined b)

..(!>o)

State the mean and lhe variance of X

Further, it is given that I = 4. Find the probability that more than 4 visits are required

First visit is free of charge and subsequent visits cost Rs 1000 each. Find the mean cost of
maintenance in the nrst year of purchase of the machine.

17.(d) The probability density function /(.r) of a mndom variable x is given by

(i) Show that E(X) = 15 a,d'd find Var (\
(ii) Find the distnbution function of X and hence find P(x > 20).

(r) The weights of packets of milk powder are normally distributed wtth mean 405 g and standad

deviation 209

(i) Find the probabilrty that the weight of a randomly selected packet of milk powder will be

b€tween 395 g and 4209.

(ii) Five packets of milk powder are selected at mndom. Find the Probability that at least two

of these packets have weight b€twe€n 3959 and 4209.




